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No subject seems to elicit a greater diversi y of responses
iRmong all groups of educators than the question, Why
iaccreditation ? It is an activity in education about
which most educators have sure knowledge but few have
accurate precise information. Like politics and
r-eligion, it provides a topic of conversation which
will almost always be stimula ing, if not enlightening
(Selden,1960,p.296)

Ideal ly, accreditation serves as a voluntary system o

self-regu lati n which aims to assure educational quality and

contribut to program enhancement. Even though accrediting

agencies ac:laim that accreditation provides a means of quality

=se sment and program enh ncement, many critics argue that the

process hs little to do with either. Wriston (1960) writes,

"On the bsi of 'long observation and participation, I am

convinced that the pursuit of excellence is not advanced by

the accret==liting procedu e." 9)- "The accreditation

process irebvitably is driven by judgments which are

essentialn-y superficial, transient in their validity, a d a

drain upol-,1 time, energy and resources." (p.320) Kenneth

Young, founding president of the Council on Postsecondary

A ccreditaion (COPA) addresses thes- continuing c iticisms-of

accredita on

likacreditation has never been well understood -- not by
ttle general public or, for that matter, by the
L nstitution of postsecondary education it primarily

r-ves. (Young, Chambers, Kells, et al.;1983,p.15)

Empiri 4=a1 research on the accreditation process has

increased cwer the past decade but much of that research has

focused on the specific parts of the evaluation process (e.g.,



standards, selfstudy or the background of the evalutionteam)

(Kells,l9B3). Yet, the development and evolution of the

organizational structure of accreditation continues to serve

broader social and political issues that emerge from both

professional and academic institutions interests

(Seiden,1971).

Accreditation has evolved into a ci plex arrangementof

sponsors, educators, practitioners and users -- eP.ch having

its own agenda for accreditation. One fundamental dimensicn

of accreditati n of educational programs for various

occupations is the role of the profession. This study -Focused

on understanding more about the professional concerns that are

part of this complex evaluation process.

ACCREDITATION AND THE ROLE OF THE PROFESSION

Accreditation is status granted to an educati nal

institution or program that has been reviewed and found to

meet or exceed stated criteria of educational excellence.

Institutional accrediting bodies are national or regional in

scope whereas specialized accrediting bodies evaluate programs

preparing students-for pr fession or occupations. In

specialized accreditat n, the link between professional

standards.and the assurance of dual ty is a critical onefer

the profession. It is through the setting of accreditation
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standards and the inspectin

professional associatior

Recently, a proliferati.-",

,cat ems]. programs that the

,r1f_ z educational practice.

aoL -dit.ng groups has occurred

in he lth-related fields coPA l_trrntly recognizes 37

occupati nal agencies 4: J4' 'r7s , 497. are in health fields.

This growth of health at , i'rediting agencies appears to

reflect a growth of knoul.-qr, technology and new profession

necessary to meet incrsirg1 u complex and changing societal

needs in health care (Millard,1984). It also signifies

attempts by e e ging professions to establish a domain of

professional compet nce and authority through the legitimation

effect of education.

While accreditation in postsecondary education has many

purposes, COPA cites quality assurance and program enhancement

as the most important (COPA,1986). The difficulty in

assessing quality is acknowledged in this recent COPA eport:

Judging quality is not easy. It cannot be reduced to
quantitative indices or formulas. 'Such judgements are
made by gathering appropriate information about an
institution or program and by having knowledgeable
people appraise it, This is the essence of the
accreditation process (COPA,19B6,p.4)

Current research h:rbors much criticism regarding on-site

evaluators success in achieving these purposes, but little

research has been done investigating the implementation of the

accreditation process during the on-site visit. One exception
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was a study of the National Council for Accreditation of

Teacher Education (NCATE) by the Institute of Research on

Teaching at Michigan State (Wheeler,1980). Their in-depth

invettigation of NCATE-s accreditation process revealed that

the current mtandards d'd not reflect the extent of current

knowledge and impeded attempts to judge program quality. An

in-depth examination of progra s was often overshadnwed by the

team focusing on the compliance/non-compliance format o

applying standards, and the use of an in-depth approach was

linked directly to the level of expectation set by the team

chairperson.

PURPOSE of the STUDY

The goal of this study was to explore the process of

accreditation in an emerging profession, physical therapy.

Specifically, th esearch investigated how the accreditat on

on-site visit. may serve as a vehicle for expressing the

dominant values of an emerging profession by studying the work

of on-site evaluation teams across a number of program sites.

Two general propositions guided the research. First, the

on-site evaluators, as leading members of the profession,

strive to obtain assurance of quality

through the transmission and exchange

beliefs. Secondly, on-site evaluator_

legitimation of physical therapy as a

and pr -----m enhancement

of shared values and

s are concerned with the

profession and use

accreditation interactions as occasions -fcr defining,

clarifying and extending conceptions of work done by

4
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educational programs with references to the ideals and

standards of profession.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

This research examined all aspects -f the on-site visit;

the standards, the self-study report, the on-site evaluation

team and the program being evaluated. It wa both the content

and enactment of these various parts of the on-site visit that

served as indicators for understanding more about the

clarification and communication of professional values.

A set of criteria selected from the literature on

professionalization served as an operati nali--tion moUel for

the study. Most sociologists agree that professionalization

is a dynamic process bywhich an occupation moves along a

continuum toward a professional pole and that certain core

characteristics determine where on the continuum the

C p tion lies (Bucher and Strauss, 1961;Hughes 1958;

Houl 1984). The core characteristics selected include: body

of systematic knowledge community sanction, self-contr I

rather than outside control, and professional culture

(Greenwood,1957; Soode,1969; Ritzer,1972). The m del serves

as the framework for the analysis and categorization of values

that emerged during the on-site process.

All major components of the on-site visit (accredit tion

documents, on s te evaluation team the program and team

interactions) served as indicato s of professional values.

a sense, within the process, the dependent and independent



variables of interest are the construction, clarification and

communication of professional values. Contrasting the

evaluation process across a variety of program sites served to

detect constancy of prof s i nal values. (Figure 1)

METHODS

A qualitative methodology involving case studies of five

phy 'cal therapy programs was used. Data call ction included

structured pre-site interviews with 15 on-site evaluators, 200

hours of researcher non-participant observation during the

five site visits and document analysis of f. e self-study

reports and final reports. All interviews and within-team

interactions were audiotaped and later transcribed. The

remainder of interactions between the team and program were

recorded by the researcher through fieldnotes. The model of

professional values was used to analyze and display the

values. Fieldnot-s and tape transcriptions were coded for

expressions of professonal values. Independent an lysts were

used to check the consistency in application f the

professional values model.

The model of profess' nal values included definitions f

the five valties, derived from the professions literature, and

possible applications of the model. For example, the value

body of systematic knowledge refers to the prof ssion'S

underly ng body of theory. The profession is respunsible for

expansion and validation of that body of knowledge through

research (Sreenwood,1957). Possible application of this value
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might include on-site evaluat r' discussion of what belongs in

the curriculUm, how much., and what depth, or the presence or

absence of aculty research. References made to the value

professional culture were later subcoded into t o ca egor -SU

references applying to the professional culture, or norms and

values of the academic workplace and references applying to

the norms and values of the physical therapy profession.

An individual case record for each program site was

constructed from the raw data. This included a strict account

of events which took place during the on-site visit. This

record was sent to individual team members for feedback and

correction of any researcher misinterpretations. An

interpretative case study w s then written from the data for

each of the five visits. D ta analysis was patterned after

tha constant comparative method by Glaser ( 969) and included

within case and cross case analysis. The cross case analysis

involved comparisons across on-site evaluators, teams and

programs.

The sampling strategy was purposeful sampling. Five

physic 1 therapy programs were selected from a list of 10

visits scheduled for the sPring 19eb. Programs included

both baccalaureate and entry-level master's educational

programa, private and public settings medical school and

non-medical school settings and new and established programs.

The American Physical Ther py A sociation's Commission on

Accreditation ha three member on-site evaluation teams which

7
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include two physical therapists and one non-physical

therapist. There were 10 physi al therapists, 4 physicians

and 1 higher edL ation administrator in the sample of 0n-site

evaluators.

RE-EXAMMATION cl-F the CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The Elite Community On-ito Evaluators

Results of this study indicate that these on- ite

evaluators represent an elite community within the field.

This elite group brings with them to the on-site visit sha ed

values and belie-Fs about what is nece t-ary for the future

physical therapy. They envision independent practice and

graduate entry-level educat on as realistic goals for the

future of physical therapy. For example, their comments w_

strikingly similar:

I would like to see entry-level therapists come
out with a master's degree. (MD-INT;III:2,2-86)

Well, continued independence of practice as I see
it. (PT-INT,V:2,4-815)

I believe we will be seen as autonomous
practitioners. (TL-INT,II:3,2-86)

I think we need physical therapists that are educated
with enough depth and breadth to be able to function
as independent pracitioners. (TL-INT,I:1-86)

Good (1957) describes the elite of any profession as

conscious of a communal identity and as the occupation begins

to approach the pole of professionalism it begins to take on

the traits of acommunity. I argue that on-site evaluators

used the accreditation process as a forum for communicating



their shared values and beliefs about the necessary changes

for the continued profession lizati n of physical therapyc

As a group, they shared similar pre-site conc- ns about

faculty and curr _ulum. The concerns they expressed before

going on-site then became these on-site concerns: faculty

d_ elopment, breadth and depth of the curriculum, faculty

scholarly productivity, and program int rdependence within the

community. From these concerns emerged consistent references

to the faculty and c

values, body of syste

Professional Values

rriculum standards and the professional

atic knowledge and professional culture.

On-site evaluation teams referred most frequently to two

professional values, body of systematic kn wledge a

professi nal culture. (Figure 2) A total of 362 reflrences

were made by teams to all categories of professional values,

with professional culture accounting for 477. of the total and

body of sy tematic kno ledge for 43%. Further breakdown of

the number of references made to the val professional

culture revealed 66% of those references were mad- to the

professional culture of the academic workplace.

Body of _Systematic Knowledge:Conf sion and Consensus.

Teams demonstrated a lack of consistency over what is includ d

in physical therapy's body of knowledge and demonstr ted ar

more concern over how the body of knowledge was transmitted to

students rather th-n what knowledge was transmitted. Teams

shared a collective concern for increased emphasis on the

9
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development of student' research skills. Teams consistently

focused on the curriculum process and students' ability to use

higher level cognitive skills. Team members overwhelming

concern was with development of cognitive skills and not

psycho-motor ski Is.

Professional_Culture:_Norms_and Values of the Academic

Workplace...Pervade. Faculty research and scholarly

productivity was a prime concern among teams. As one team

ieeder aptly put it:

I think we need physical therapists that are
educated with enough depth and breadth to be
able to function as independent practitioners.
I think research and adding to the body of
knowledge is an extremely important component.
I think we need to continue to emphasize the
research needs in preparing people at least to
be more participatory in research if not
investigating. (TL-INT,I:1,1-86)

On-site evaluators gave consistent recommendations for

enhanced faculty Aevelopment and an increased emphasis on

research. They continually focused on the faculty's knowledge

and understanding of the va ues and norms that guide the

professional culture in the academic environment.

There Was a lack of references made to the other three

professional values, community sanction, self-control vs

outside control and professional authority. These factors may

have contributed to this lack of references: the current

American Physical Therapy Association standards c not address

practice related items, 2) these three professi_ nal values

pertain mor_ to practice related issues than educational

10
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issues, and 3) the coding scheme did not allow for the

possibility of overlapping categories.

Team Leader Influence: The Malor Source_of Difference

The major source of difference across cases was the team

leader. Team leaders held somewhat different conceptions of

accreditation. For example:

Mariposa Team Leader: The way we site v sits and
record them is not just confirming site data but
thick description about what is happening,
triangulating data...we are no longer looking for
minimal level competence but quality, continued
professionalization. (Fieldnotes,IV:3,3-84)

Starr Team Leader: It has a lot to do with ethos
rather than checking off standards and criteria.
A good team pays attention to both...Accreditation
standards and criteria speak only indirectly to
excellence and are probably inadequate toward
excellence. (Fieldnotes,II:6,2-B6)

Tioga Team Leader: If accreditation really iS a
process by which you evaluate to see if an agency
meets predetermined qualifications and standardS another
part says you do that in accordance with the institutional
goals. (Fieldnotes,III:34,3-86)

The varying conceptions of accreditation communicated to other

team memb- s led to varying degrees of thoroughness displayed

by the on-site teams. (Table 1) Team leaders who held

conceptions of accreditation that centered on qual ty

assessment and program consu tation demonstrated a more

thorough investigation.

CONCLUSIONS

These fin_dings suggest that in similar accreditation

settings, on-site evaluators, when el te members of the field,

may share similar beliefs and values. These beliefs are

11
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Program

TABLE 1

Measures of Thoroughness for On-Site Teams

Team leader's nception
of accedtation

Time veil
1)wthin team meeffngs
21consultEttion

Irk for wally/ethos 1) 11 tours
ros

Toga ai*ried standatc 1) 4,6 touts
0.5 has

Toubmne appffed sten:Am:is 5 hours
2) 0

maivosa dcforityPdiic descelplion 1) 12 hours
2) 1 fox

VogeIsan no forni conion 1) 6 hours
2) 05 hour

of field
generated

71 pages

75 Pages

54 Pages



likely to form the basis for their interpretation of the

accreditation standar s. If a field wishes to have the

accreditation process contribute to the growth and development

of the profession, then the selection of an el te group of

on-site evaluators wo id be essential. Team members with a

thorough understand.ng of the field and/or a background in

higher education took more active roles as on-site evaluat rs

in both the application of standards and com Anicati_on of

professional values. Finally, team leaders who held and

communicated conceptions of accreditation that cente _Id on

quality assess ent and program consultation demonstrated a

more thorough investigation.

The findings also provide implications for physical

therapy and other similar emerging professions. First, in

fields where academic faculty are first sociali ed as

clinicians, there may be the need to re-socialize these

individuals to the roles and responsibil ties of the academic

environment. The evolution of this emerging profession, which

began as a "technical help- te for physicians" and nows seeks

independent pr-ctice, demonstr tes the need for broader

professional preparation. The development of students'

intellectual skills as well as practical skills was seen as

important and necessary. The development a d validation of

physicl therapy's body of knowledge was seen by on-site

evaluators as a critical need.

Finally, acceptance of a professional ideology by this

12
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elite community on-site evaluators p _vides further

evidence of an institutionali ed model of a profession. This

ideology, in t rn, provides physical therapy with aspirations

and goals for the future.

In closing, I would pose this potential risk. Arceptancu

of a professional ideology, created by male elites from the

ideal male work career is not witho t its drawbacks. Physical

therapy, as a female dominated profession provides patients

with elements of a "domestic ideolooy," e.g., teaching,

caring, touching. The challenge for physical therapy and

other emale dom nated professions like it will be definition

and validation of knowledge base that allows for

conceptualization of this kno ledge base through the lens of

gender.
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